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September 2020 
 
Dear Bluford Families,  
 
 
What a year it’s been.  We could not have imagined these last few months.  Philadelphia is 
among the hardest hit communities in our country to face this global health crisis.  A crisis that 
disrupted everything familiar in education and in our personal lives.  We rose to the challenge 
quickly, adjusting to a completely different learning environment, under conditions that were full 
of unknowns.  As if that wasn’t enough, the nation has been turned on its axis as systemic racial 
injustice in America has been brought into full light for the world to see. 
 
Amid the convergence of these two crises, parents and the school community worked hard to 
support our scholars.  We tried to buffer them from the fear of COVID-19 while calling out and 
challenging the horrific acts of anti-Black racism.  We balanced changes in our work conditions, 
schooling from home, and managing our own feelings of loss and anger. 
 
Through it all, our scholars learned, That’s great news.  It wasn’t perfect; there wasn’t a 
handbook for teaching during a pandemic, but I can say with confidence that together we did 
our best.  As we enter the 2020-2021 school year there is still a lot of uncertainty.  We are 
prepared to follow the guidelines of the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) and the 
Center of Disease Control (CDC) to ensure our scholars have a safe learning environment as 
they pursue their education.  As we move forward, I ask for your patience and understanding as 
I navigate all the resources and suggestions for the best practices for our school community.  
Thank you in advance for entrusting your child/ren to the staff at Universal Bluford Charter 
School. 
 
Sincerely, 
        
 
Principal Gary-Nelson 
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UNIVERSAL FAMILY OF SCHOOLS 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Welcome to Universal Family of Schools.  Universal looks forward to working with you 
and your child this school year.  This Universal Handbook is designed to provide the 
necessary information needed to have a successful school year.  If you have any 
additional questions or concerns about the contents of this document, please feel free to 
contact me.  We will be glad to help you understand in any way we can. 
 
It is the policy of Universal Family of Schools’ Board of Directors to promote diversity 
and equal access to educational opportunities and all categories of employment without 
regard to age, gender, sexual orientation, race, color, creed, religion, ancestry, national 
origin, social or economic status, parenthood, marital status, handicap, or any other 
protected class. 
 
In accordance with The Parental Involvement:  Title 1, Part A Non-Regulatory Guidance 
(April 23, 2004).  The Universal Family of School’s staff, scholars and their families will 
have access to activities, services, and programs funded by Title 1m, Part A of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).  This handbook outlines how the 
entire school staff, the scholars and their families will share the responsibilities for 
improving scholar academic achievement and the means by which the school and 
families will build and develop a partnership that will help our children achieve Adequate 
Yearly Progress 
 

Universal Bluford Charter School does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, 

marital status, national/ethnic origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, or disability in its programs, 

activities and employment practices. This statement is a reflection of the Department of 

Education and refers to, but is not limited to, the provisions of the following laws: 

 Titles IV, VI, and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - race color, national origin 

 The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 

 The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 

 Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX) - sex 

 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) - disability 

 The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) - disability  

 NH Law against discrimination (RSA 354-A) 

The following individual has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non-

discrimination policies and laws above: 

Mu’min F. Islam, Esq. 

Associate Counsel, UDCS 

800 S. 15th Street, Phila., PA 19146 

215-735-2357 

mislam@universalcompanies.org 

mailto:mislam@universalcompanies.org
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UNIVERSAL FAMILY OF SCHOOLS 

HISTORY 
 

The renowned music impresario of Philadelphia International Records and co-creator of 
“The Sound of Philadelphia,” Kenny Gamble, founded Universal Institute Charter School 
(UICS) in 1999.  UICS is the first established under the management of Universal 
Education Companies, Inc., a subsidiary of Universal Companies. 
 
The vision of Mr. Kenny Gamble is to provide a ‘work class’ academically rich program 
to the children and families of Philadelphia through his amazing efforts to revitalize the 
South Philadelphia community.  The sole purpose of Universal Community Homes and 
Universal Educational Companies, Inc., is to put children first through the many efforts 
of our parent organization.  It is with this vision in mind that Kenny and Faatimah 
Gamble’s unprecedented socio-economic and educational initiatives in Greater 
Philadelphia began. 
 
Under the guidance of Universal Education Companies, Inc., Universal Institute Charter 
School, our independent charter school, has made academic progress for several 
consecutive years.  It is their proven academic track record of success that afforded 
Universal Companies the opportunities to continue managing School District of 
Philadelphia Renaissance Schools since July 2010. 
 

 

 

UNIVERSAL FAMILY OF SCHOOLS 
Family and Scholar Resource Center (FSRC) 

 
Every Universal Charter School has a Family and Scholar Resource Center where 
scholars, parents and guardians can receive direct or referred services, including 
counseling for family and youth.  Case management is provided for scholars at risk and 
families in need.  In addition to school related services and supports, FSRCs offer job 
training and information about job opportunities, affordable housing, rentals, and home 
ownership.  The work of each center focuses on the following: 
 
Case Management:  The Center provides direct scholar and family intake 
assessments, school-based social services, academic interventions and support, 
counseling (i.e. school and home), referral services (i.e. behavioral health, inc.) 
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Scholars At Risk:  To increase academic outcomes, all scholars at an immediate risk 
of failure are assigned a case manager who will assess the scholars and identify the 
issues that impact his/her academic progress, exploring a variety of solutions, which will 
include additional supports for the scholar’s family. 
 
Crisis Intervention:  Utilizing key indicators (i.e. school lateness, absences, no school 
uniforms, etc.), FSRC staff will identify scholars in need of support and interview these 
scholars to determine what, if any, barriers to learning exist and work on removing these 
barriers before they escalate to crisis level. 
 
School Climate and Culture Support:  FSRCs support and extend the school’s 
activities on school climate and culture through their parent and community outreach, 
programs and events. 
 
McKinney Vento Liaison:  Ensures the rights of scholars are not affected by 
homelessness.  Scholars will be enrolled immediately.  The goal is to reduce barriers 
that would normally hinder scholars from attending school full time: 

 Transportation 

 Residency requirements 

 Documentation requirements (birth certificates, medical records, etc.) 

 Uniforms, supplies, expenses associated with trips, events, or school related 
activities 

Placement: 

In accordance with the child's or youth's best interest, the School shall continue to enroll 
a student experiencing homelessness in his/her school of origin while s/he remains 
homeless and through the end of the academic year in which s/he obtains permanent 
housing.  

The School’s liaison shall assist an unaccompanied youth in placement or enrollment 
decisions, giving priority to the views of the student in determining where s/he will be 
enrolled.  

The School shall provide the parent/guardian or unaccompanied youth with a written 
explanation of any decision related to enrollment or placement, including the right to 
appeal.  
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Dispute Resolution: 

If a dispute arises over eligibility, or enrollment:  

1. The parent/guardian or unaccompanied youth shall be referred to the school’s 
liaison, who shall assist in the dispute resolution process.  

2. The student shall be immediately enrolled in the school in which enrollment is 
sought, pending final resolution of the dispute, including all available appeals.  

3. The School’s liaison shall issue a written decision of the dispute within twenty 
(20) business days of being notified of the dispute.  

A parent/guardian or unaccompanied youth may appeal a School's written decision or 
file a complaint with the Coordinator of Pennsylvania's Education for Children and Youth 
Experiencing Homelessness Program.  

 
Contact Nola Martin at (215) 581- 5502 ext. 9013 for assistance, or if you have any 
questions. 
 

SCHOOL VISITATION 
 

Parents are encouraged to visit the school at any time. Each adult, upon 
arrival, must report to the front desk in the lobby to sign in with identification and 
then proceed directly to the main office. Parents are encouraged to send in a note 
with their child requesting an early dismissal. Scholars will not be given an early 
dismissal after 3:00 PM unless it is an emergency. 
 

Advance notice should be given to a teacher if a conference is requested. A 
phone call or a note to the counselor requesting a conference will be answered 
promptly, and a time and place for the conference will be arranged. 

 
Scholars from other schools may not enter the school. Trespassing is against the 

law. Any person not on official business will be considered a trespasser and will be 
subject to arrest. 
 

All visitors must secure permission in the main office to visit the school. 
Failure to do so is in violation of city of Philadelphia law (10-824). 

 
 

MANDATORY UNIFORM/DRESS CODE POLICY 
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 Girls Grades K-4:  Plaid Jumper. Sweater with School Logo, Socks, Blouse, Tie 
 

 Girls Grades 5-6:  Plaid Skirt, Sweater with School Logo, Socks, Blouse, Tie 
 

 Boys Grades K-6:  Navy Sweater, Navy Uniform Pants, White Dress Shirt, 
Socks, Belt and Tie 

 
Style: 

 Shirts/blouses with collars or turtlenecks (no T-shirts), solid colors (no stripes or 
prints) 

 No bare midriffs 

 Sneakers or shoes for boys (no sandals) 

 Sneakers or flat shoes for girls (no sandals or open-toed footwear) 

 Nothing that contains offensive language or is disruptive to school  

 Boys’ pants must be on their waists 

 No clothing with writing or slogans 

 No shorts 

 No hoodies 
 

Gym Uniform: blue sweatpants and grey t-shirts, which can be purchased from the 
School. 

 
TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES 

 Textbooks, laptops, and other materials are loaned to the scholar by the school. 
These books are his/her responsibility. 

 Books, laptops, and materials must be paid for when lost or damaged. 

 All parents and scholars are responsible to sign a Parent-Scholar Textbook 
Compact and the Technology Acceptance Form. 
 

Please review the grade level supply list that the teacher will provide to your child 
on the first week of school. 
 

HOMEWORK 

Homework is an essential part of the school program and is given as per school 
district policy. Teachers assign work to be done outside of class for one or more of the 
following reasons: 
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 To provide additional practice with skills introduced in class. 

 To introduce scholars to subject matter that will be discussed in class. 

 To enable scholars, through further reading and research, to add breadth and 
depth to their knowledge of a subject. 

 To help scholars become independent learners 

 To review work previously covered and to prepare for examinations 
 

Daily and/or long-range homework is assigned in every major subject. 
 

As a general rule, scholars may expect to spend time each night on homework 
assignments. Remember, study or review of assignments is just as important as a 
written assignment and must be completed as faithfully as work that must be handed in 
the following day. 

 

HELPFUL HINTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PARENTS 
 

It is the parent’s responsibility to see that the homework is completed at home. 
Scholars are not permitted to do homework during class time. While the scholar should 
assume the major responsibility of completing the homework assignment, parents 
should be encouraged to take an active interest in the scholar’s homework by: 

 

 Provide children with a place of their own to study and complete their 
homework. 

 There should be proper lighting, a table or a desk, and a comfortable chair. 

 Set a time for homework to be done; be available to help keep your child on 
task, 

 Encourage your child to use reference books, computers, and the library. Set 
high standards for neatness, form, and accuracy. 

 Give your child praise for his/her work, 

 Promoting a good attitude toward home assignments. 

 Assisting with study skills. 

 Checking the scholar’s work for neatness. 

 Arranging with teachers for limited homework assignments when the child’s 
physical condition necessitates absence. 

 Scholars in Grades 3-6 must know how to get home in case of emergency.  

 Scholars must know their address and route home. In addition, every scholar 
should carry a list of emergency telephone numbers. 
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LUNCHROOM PROCEDURES AND RULES 

 

Lunchroom procedures are established to ensure that each scholar can eat in an 
orderly fashion. It is absolutely imperative that each scholar obeys the lunchroom rules, 
regulations and lunchroom monitors.  

 
Each scholar’s schedule indicates which periods are reserved for lunch. All scholars 
are required to eat at designated lunchroom tables. 

 
USE OF THE LUNCHROOM 

1. Scholars will walk to the lunchroom and inside the lunchroom. 
2. Scholars will form a line for the purchase of lunch or snacks. 
3. After eating, scholars will carry all trash to the trashcan.  
4. Scholars are expected to clean up after themselves. 
5. Lunch periods are 45 minutes long (20 min. for recess, 20 min. to eat lunch.) 
6. Glass bottles are not permitted. 

 

SCHOLARS EXCUSED FROM CLASS 

 

In all cases, scholars must have the Bluford designated hall pass. 
 

WEEKLY TRANSPASSES 

The Office of Transportation will determine eligibility for free transpasses. The 
transpasses will be distributed weekly. The Transpass is the scholar’s responsibility. If 
lost, there is NO REPLACEMENT.  Please make sure you keep your transpass 
SECURE.  If a scholar is absent on the day that transpasses are distributed, he/she 
must report to the office from 3:00 PM until 3:30 PM on the day they return to school.  
 

 

FIRE DRILLS/SHELTER-IN-PLACE 

 

Fire/Shelter-In-Place drills are scheduled on a regular basis. At the ringing of the 
fire/shelter-in-place alarm, scholars must stop what they are doing and prepare at once 
to evacuate the building in a prompt and orderly manner. Scholars are to line up at the 
direction of the teacher or other person in charge and proceed to the proper place. 
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Each room in the building contains an evacuation sign giving exact directions for leaving 
the room and the building. These directions are to be followed without exception. 
 
For the safety of everyone, complete silence and perfect behavior must be 
maintained at all times during drills. Scholars who violate these rules will be subject 
to disciplinary action. 
 
  

LEAVING SCHOOL GROUNDS 

 

 Scholars will not be allowed to leave school grounds except in the custody of 
parent or guardian. Scholars who leave the building without permission will be 
suspended. 
 

 

ASSEMBLY 
 

 While in the auditorium, scholars are expected to take their assigned seats 
quickly and quietly, remain silent, and observe all instructions of the assembly director. 
Scholars are expected to be courteous and attentive at all times. 
 

TEXTBOOKS 
 

 Books issued to scholars are their responsibility. Textbooks must be covered. 
They may not be misused in any manner. Each scholar is responsible for all books 
issued to him/her. Scholars are required to pay for all books or technology equipment 
lost, destroyed, or damaged. Upon the acceptance of textbooks and laptops, scholars 
are obligated to return them to teachers if they transfer to other schools, or at the end of 
the school year. Please refer to the signed Parent and Scholar Textbook Compact and 
Technology Acceptance Form. 
 

 
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

 
Each year scholars have the opportunity to participate in a wide variety of 

extracurricular activities and extended day programs. These programs, which are 
conducted by members of the faculty, take place after the regular school day and during 
lunch periods. For obvious reasons, more extracurricular time will be devoted to tutoring 
in major subject areas. 
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Scholars who elect to participate in these programs are expected to attend 

meetings regularly and to observe all school regulations regarding entrance to and exit 
from the building and behavior within the school. 
 

Scholars may take part in one or more activities, which are designed to 
supplement the regular school curriculum.  
 

It is the parents’ responsibility to make sure scholars have transportation home. 
 

 

HONOR ROLL 
 

Distinguished 
All As in core subjects, such as Literacy, Writing, Math, Science and Social Studies.  
One B is permitted in an elective subject. Scholar’s Instructional Reading Level (IRL) 
must be above grade level.  Scholar may not receive any 3s in behavior. 
 

Meritorious 
All A’s and B’s in core subjects, such as Literacy, Writing, Math, Science and Social 
Studies, except one C in an elective subject. Scholars may not receive any 3s in 
behavior.  Scholar’s IRL must be on or above grade level. 
Honor Roll programs will be held following each report period to honor distinguished 
and meritorious scholars. 
 

DISCIPLINE CODE 
 

This policy is to serve notice to all concerned that possession of iPods, cell phones, 
tablets, and headphones by scholars on school premises is prohibited. Universal 
Companies develops and enforces regulations to prohibit use of electronic devices by 
scholars. Such regulations include: 
 

. Confiscation of iPods, cell phones, headphones, or any electronic device whose 
use has not been approved by the principal 

. Investigation of the incident by the principal who may: 

 Return the iPod, cell phone, headphone, or other electronic device to a 
parent 

 Suspend the scholar 

 Refer the matter to the Police Department 
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DETENTION 

 

 In an attempt to stress constructive citizenship and improve academics, your 
child may be required to remain after school for short periods of time during the school 
year. If improper behavior or uniform non-compliance is observed, your child will 
be given 24-hour notice prior to serving detention. 
 

SCHOOL PROPERTY 

 

 The Bluford scholar should feel that his/her school is a safe, clean and very 
special place. Therefore, special care should be given to school property. Care of 
school property is the responsibility of each scholar. The school assumes no 
responsibility for items lost or stolen. Scholars who deface property by breaking, 
writing, painting, or any other means will be suspended immediately and parents will be 
required to pay for all damages. It is against the law to deface school property. Any  
scholar caught defacing or destroying school property will be subject to arrest and 
costs of damaged property. 

 

LATENESS TO SCHOOL 

 Scholars must report to homeroom before 8:30 AM.  Scholars arriving after 8:40 
AM are considered to be officially late for school, and this will be recorded in the 
official attendance records. 

 Scholars arriving from 8:40 AM to 9:30 AM are to report to the Lobby area in front 
entrance. 

 Scholars who arrive at school after 9:30 AM are to report to the main office. 

 Scholars with repeated lateness are subject to detentions, loss of privileges, 
home visits, and disciplinary action. 

 

CUTTING CLASS 

 

  Scholars must report to every class on their schedules. Scholars not reporting to 
class will be recorded as cutting and may be subject to severe disciplinary action. 

 

FIGHTING 
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Fighting will not be tolerated. Scholars involved in fighting will be disciplined 
in accordance with the Universal Schools’ Scholar Code of Conduct. 

 

BULLYING 
 

 There is zero tolerance for any type of bullying.  Scholars who engage in any 
type of bullying, either physical, verbal or cyber bullying will be disciplined in accordance 
with the Universal Schools’ Code of Conduct. 
 

WEAPONS 
 

      NO weapons of any type are permitted in the building at any time. Violators 
are subject to prosecution to the fullest extent of the law (including expulsion).  
Scholars will be disciplined in accordance with the Universal Schools’ 
Scholar Code of Conduct. 

 

SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES AND THE SCHOOL NURSE 
215-581-5502 

 
 The school nurse provides scholar services aimed at the identification and 
assessment of scholar health problems. Through ongoing communication and contacts 
with scholars, parents, and staff, the school nurse acquires first-hand knowledge of 
health problems and the availability and accessibility of services. As an advocate for 
children, the school nurse communicates daily with scholars to ensure optimum health 
for academic success. 
 

A. The school nurse and the staff of the Universal Bluford Charter School 
depend on the cooperation and partnership between the home and the school 
with the assistance of the following: 

a. Emergency cards and forms need to be completed and returned 
promptly. Any changes in telephone numbers, addresses, emergency 
contacts, or employment must be reported to the school nurse and 
office. 

b. Updated immunizations, communicable diseases, surgery, or special 
medical conditions should be reported, in writing by the physician, to 
the school nurse. Also, inform your child’s teacher of any specific 
health-related conditions. 
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c. Please keep scholars out of school if they experience a temperature 
above 100 degrees, vomiting or diarrhea within the last 24-hour period 
preschool start. 
 

B. Physical Examinations – The Pennsylvania School Health Act (Section 1402) 
requires each scholar to have a health examination upon admission to school 
in sixth and ninth grades. This is required for all public, parochial and private 
schools. Remind your physician that vision, hearing screenings and updates 
of immunizations are important components of a physical and must be 
completed as designated on the physical form. Physical forms can be 
obtained in the school nurse’s office or the main office. 
 

C. Administration of Medication – Ideally, the administration of medication or 
utilization of equipment should take place at home. However, scholars with 
health problems may require medication (administered at prescribed 
intervals) or suction, oxygen, or other types of equipment in order to permit 
them to function at as close to a normal level as possible in the classroom. No 
medication/treatment will be administered in school without a completed and 
approved MED-1 request for administration of medication or use of suction, 
oxygen, or other equipment in school). All approved requests will expire on 
August 31 of each year. The procedure must be carried out in its entirety 
every year. The certified School Nurse will contact the prescribing provider for 
clarification, when necessary.  

a. All medication must be prescribed by a qualified health care provider 
on form MED-1 

b. The prescription (MED-1) must be approved by the Certified School 
Nurse or a School Nurse Supervisor. 

c. The parent will supply the medication, properly labeled and packaged. 
d. The school only will retain medication if it has been packaged and 

labeled by a Registered Pharmacist according to accepted 
pharmaceutical standards. The medication label must include: Patient 
name, pharmacy name, address and telephone number, prescription 
number, prescription date (must be current), name of medication-
dosage-form and expiration date, instructions for administration, name 
of prescribing health care provider. 

e. All medication must be packaged with a Safe-T closure Cap. 
f. Equipment and machinery must be prescribed by a qualified health 

care provider on form MED-1 
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g. When the medication/treatment prescribed exceeds or differs from that 
approved by the FDA, the physician will be required to submit written 
detailed information to the school nurse. 
 

Children may not carry medication on their person, in their lunch bag or 
schoolbag. Please contact the Certified School Nurse if you have any questions or 
concerns. Health insurance and CHIP Program forms can also be obtained from the 
Family Student Resource Center (FSRC). 
 

COUNSELOR 
 

 The counselor is a person to whom the scholar can always turn to in case of 
personal or academic problems. Bluford’s counselor is trained to assist scholars in the 
elementary school years. Some of these areas include: 
 

 Help with personal, social, and emotional problems. 

 Adjusting to a new school situation. 

 Motivating scholars toward higher scholastic achievement. 

 Improving relationships with teachers and schoolmates. 

 Providing access to community agencies when needed. 

 Acquainting scholars with educational opportunities beyond the school day. 

 Determining the need for psychological evaluation. 

 Acquainting scholars with career opportunities. 

 Helping scholars establish realistic goals for themselves. 
In order to see his/her counselor, the scholar must get a pass from a teacher. 
 

HOME AND SCHOOL ASSOCIATION – (215)-581-5502 
 

 The Bluford Home and School Association plays a vital role in the overall 
program at the Bluford Charter School. There is no substitute for an active 
partnership between school and home and the Bluford Home and School  
Association is actively involved in providing input relative to school programs. In 
addition, their fund raising activities help to support a wide range of activities as well 
as purchase needed material and instructional initiatives. You are asked to support 
the important work done by this organization, by joining the Home and School 
Association.  We look forward to seeing you at our Home and School meetings. 

 
In alphabetical order, the following pages lists, defines, and/or describes general 

policies in that exist within each Universal Charter School 
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ATTENDANCE 
 

Consistent attendance assures that our scholars will not miss valuable instructional time 
and opportunities that will enhance their success in school.  Scholars are required to be 
in school every day except for: 

 Illness 

 Approved religious holidays 

 Family emergencies 
 
If a child is absent, the parent should notify the school.  All absent scholars are 
expected to submit a note from the parent or guardian with the reason for the absence 
upon their return.  If a scholar is absent for three days or more due to an illness, a 
physician’s note is required.  Please notify the schools nurse if your child is ill with a 
communicable disease, i.e., chicken pox, meningitis, strep throat, etc. 
 
It is the policy of Universal Family of Schools that all children attend school 
regularly, on time and for the entire school day in accordance with the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
 
Scholars with excessive unexcused absences, latenesses or early dismissals are truant 
and will have to attend a Mandatory Conference.  If after this conference, scholar’s 
truancy continues, the parent or guardian will be notified that a report will be submitted 
to the Department of Human Services and Office of Truancy Prevention. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 
 

Scholar Evaluation:  Scholar progress will be evaluated through the use of formal and 
informal assessments. 
 

1. Formal: 

 Teacher-created assessments such as projects 

 Teacher-created academic report cards (4 per year) 

 PSSA Mathematics & Reading Tests administered to all 3rd – 6th grade 
scholars 

 PSSA Science Grades 4th  

 Benchmark Testing – (Quarterly) 
 

2. Informal: 

 Rubrics for special projects, writing assignments, daily class work, and 
weekly tests in all subjects 
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 Interim Progress reports for scholars 
 

 

BREAKFAST AND LUNCH PROGRAMS 
 

Universal Family of Schools provides a free breakfast and lunch program.  All scholars 
will receive a full lunch every day in all of our schools.  Breakfast will be provided daily 
from 8:00 AM until 8:25 AM. 

 
 

CHANGE OF PERTINENT INFORMATION 
 

Please notify the school office if you have a change of address, home or work telephone 
number, or any other pertinent information.  It is important to have current parental 
information should an emergency arise. 
 

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
 

It is the policy of Universal Family of Schools that all of its employees are to be aware 
of, and comply with, the Child Protective Services Law of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.  This law makes it mandatory for Universal school employees to report 
suspected cases of child abuse and/or neglect to the Principal, who must file a report 
with the Department of Human Services.  Compliance with the laws of Pennsylvania 
and the policies of all Universal Charter Schools will serve to protect everyone 
concerned. 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 
 

Universal Schools maintains a firm policy regarding the confidentiality of all scholars’ 
information and prohibits the discussion of any scholar or scholar matters in any public 
venue. 
 

CONTACTING YOUR CHILD’S TEACHER(S) 
 

Home and School communication is vital to the educational success and experience of 
your child.  Together we form a team that focuses on your child’s needs, concerns, and 
growth.  We invite you to participate on a regular basis.  We will also communicate with 
parents/guardians through the following: 
 

 Scheduled family/parent teacher and Report Card Conferences 
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 Progress reports for scholars 

 Newsletters and Monthly School Calendars 

 Open House 

 Scholar Interim Reports 

 Email 

 Class Dojo 

 Parent Association Meetings (monthly) 

 Notes or telephone call to parents 

 Robo Electronic/Automated Calls 
 
Pleases do not hesitate to contact the school or classroom teacher with questions you 
may have about your child. Teachers are available to meet with you to discuss your 
child’s progress or concerns you may have about class procedures.  To request a 
meeting, please send a note with your child or leave a message for the teacher by 
calling the main office.  You can also inform your child’s teacher(s) in writing of the time 
of day when you can best be reached.  Please include your telephone number so that 
he/she can contact you within 48 hours. 
 
Parents are welcome to observe in their child’s classrooms.  However, arrangements for 
visits must be made in advance with Ms. Martin, the FSRC Liaison, or the principal. 
 

 

EARLY DISMISSAL 
 

Whenever possible, appointments for scholars that would require an early dismissal 
should be scheduled after school hours to avoid interfering with your child’s learning 
program.  When children have an appointment that requires them to leave early, the 
following procedures must be followed: 
 

 Send a note stating the reason for early dismissal that morning by 10:00 AM, 
or come to the main office to ask that your child be excused early. 

 Notify the office if someone other than yourself is picking up your child (the 
person must be listed on the authorized pick-up list you submitted, and must 
have a photo ID for security reasons). 

 You or the designated pick-up person must sign your child out at the main 
office.  Those picking up scholars, including parents, may not go directly to 
the child’s classroom. 

 
No scholar will be released from the school during regular school hours without being 
accompanied by a responsible adult.  All early dismissals should be before 3:00 PM.  
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Any parent or guardian requesting an early dismissal after 3:00 PM will be asked to wait 
until 3:30 PM so that the last instructional period of the day is not interrupted. 
 

 

EMERGENCY CLOSING PROCEDURE 
 

Universal Family of Schools usually follows the same emergency closing procedures as 
the School District of Philadelphia.  In the event that we are not following the same 
emergency closing procedures an automated telephone message will be sent.  Most 
local radio and television stations broadcast school closing information early in the 
morning beginning at 5:00 AM.   
 

 

EMERGENCY DRILLS 
 

Scholars will participate in two evacuation drills per month which include fire drills and 
shelter-in-place.  These unannounced drills are to prepare the scholars and staff for any 
emergency that may arise which would require the building to be evacuated.  We ask 
that you reinforce the importance of following directions during an evacuation 
drill with your child.  During emergency exercises, scholars should quietly follow the 
directives given.  Scholars should move quietly, quickly, and orderly to and through their 
evacuation routes, during fire drills, so that any further directions given may be heard. 
 

ENROLLMENT POLICY 
 

All Renaissance Charter Schools in Philadelphia are managed in partnership with the 
School District of Philadelphia’s Renaissance Initiative and thereby partially governed 
by the enrollment practices of the School District of Philadelphia.  Admission is through 
an application process where the traditional neighborhood feeder pattern has to be 
honored.  Out of neighborhood students are admitted based on available slots in each 
respective grade.  Applications made for grades with no available slots will be directed 
to apply to the nearest neighborhood School District of Philadelphia public school.   

 
 

FIELDWORK TRIPS 
 

The mission of all Universal Charter Schools is to connect what students learn in the 
classroom to the real world.  We often accomplish this through educational field trips.  
Field trips are planned to enrich and enhance the programs in the classroom.  All 
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scholars are expected to participate and uphold our expectation of respect and 
demonstrate school pride.  Parents will be notified in advance and may be asked to 
contribute towards transportation and/or admission fees.  A signed permission slip for 
each child is required before each trip.  The classroom teacher will often recruit parent 
chaperones to accompany the class on the bus and to fulfill specific responsibilities to 
help facilitate student safety and focus students on the event. All chaperones must have 
their clearances. For information on obtaining clearances, please see Ms. Martin.  Only 
designated parent chaperones are expected to participate in any field trip.  Chaperones 
are not permitted to use corporal punishment or profanity and should bring all 
disciplinary concerns to the attention of a Charter School staff member.  Scholars with 
behavioral issues or concerns may be required to have a parent/guardian accompany 
them on the field trip. 
 

FUNDRAISING 
 

Raising monies to support the instructional program of Universal Family of Schools is a 
necessary responsibility of the entire educational community.  Monies are used to also 
support classroom trips, chaperones, scholar uniforms, scholar emergencies, etc.  
Therefore, parents are encouraged to commit to supporting all of the fund-raising 
efforts of the school to its greatest extent.  Please feel free to offer any suggestions that 
would help us to meet the financial goals of your child’s school.  Personal, private, and 
corporate donations or contributions are accepted and always encouraged and very 
much appreciated. 
 

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
 

To accomplish Universal Family of Schools’ Mission, the academic program is driven by 
Pennsylvania Academic Standards, PSSA Assessment Anchors, and Universal 
Companies’ Core Curriculum.  Universal’s Educational Program includes high 
expectations and a performance driven approach that is emphasized by: 
 

 Rigorous lessons in Literacy, Mathematics, Science and Social Studies 
 Diverse curricular text recourse, Eureka, My View/My Perspective, and Holt 

Interactive Science  
 Project-based learning 
 21st Century after-school academic and enrichment program 
 Art, Technology, Spanish, Library, Physical Education & Music Classes 
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MAKE UP WORK 
 

Upon request, we will make every effort to provide assignments for a child who has an 
excused absence for three days or more.  When an absence is anticipated, please 
inform your child’s teacher in advance so that you and the teacher can work together to 
provide the necessary work assignment during the period of absence, 

 
MEDICATION POLICY 

 
For the safety of all students,NO medication (this includes prescription and over-the-
counter medicines) may be distributed to any student in school unless the school nurse 
has the following procedures in place: 
 

 Written orders from the scholar’s health care provider, 
 Written permission from the parent/guardian, and 
 Properly labeled, medicine (in a container from the pharmacy or health care 

provider, including the date the prescription was filled.) 
 
The medication process must be repeated by the parent/guardian each new 
school year, beginning with the first day of school and ending on the last day of school.  
There may be special circumstances where the school nurse may give permission for 
the student to take his/her own medication; however, prior to this decision, the Scholar 
Contract Form must have been completed and signed by the parent/guardian and the 
scholar. 

 
PARENT/GUARDIAN LOCATION FORMS 

EMERGENCY CONTACT 
PARENTAL CUSTODY 

 
Parent/guardian location forms will be distributed and collected at the beginning of the 
new school year.  These forms provide the school with emergency contact information.  
The forms must be completed and returned to the school to ensure your child’s well 
being and safety.  Please notify the school office immediately if you have changed your 
address, cell phones, land lines, work telephone numbers, emergency contact persons 
or any other pertinent information.  It is important to have current information should an 
emergency arise.  Please be sure to inform and confirm with person(s) you have 
selected as your emergency contact(s).  Additionally, a copy of any court order or 
agreement affecting the custodial rights of a parent should be filed with the school. 
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Failure to keep your child’s school informed about your current address and telephone 
number may result in the school’s inability to reach you in an emergency.  Additionally, 
you may not receive notices of important academic, disciplinary, and/or health 
information.  There is also the possibility that your right to participate in important 
decisions affecting your child could be impacted. 

 
PARENT/GUARIDAN PICK-UP OF SCHOLARS 

 
All parents/guardians will be expected to follow the school’s general rules that pertain to 
all visitors.  Parents must show identification and sign in upon arrival and prior to 
reporting to the main office.  Under no circumstances should parents go up to 
classrooms without permission.  Sometimes parents may not always agree with a 
decision made by the school.  In such cases, parents will be invited to make an 
appointment with school personnel.  Parents will not engage in boisterous profanity or in 
any form of behavior that is perceived to be threatening to other scholars and/or staff.  
Such misconduct will not be tolerated, and legal consequences will be pursued 
including, but not limited to, being permanently banned from the school’s premises. 

 
PARENT/GUARDIAN CONDUCT 

 
Parents/guardians always have the right to address problems, issues, and/or concerns.  
Remember that your first line of contact should be the classroom teachers.  To the 
extent possible and barring any eminent threat to your child, other students, or staff, 
please adhere to the following progressive steps: 
 

 Schedule an appointment with your child’s teacher. 
 

 Contact a member of the Family Student Resource Team 
 

 Request an appointment with an Assistant Principal. 
 

 Request a meeting with the Principal. 

 
PARTIES/CELEBRATIONS 

 
Throughout the school year, there may be opportunities for doing celebrations within the 
school/classrooms.  These celebrations may include, but not limited to: 
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 Special events and holidays may be celebrated with the approval of the 
Principal.  Out of respect for our diverse students and their families, specific 
religious celebrations will not be permitted. 
 

 Families who do not wish to have their children participate in such events 
should notify the teacher, ASAP. 

 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 

 
Parents are requested to place the name of their child clearly on all personal items such 
as coats, jackets, book bags, lunch boxes, etc.  Please encourage your child to be 
responsible and to check the Lost and Found Box at his/her school.  Care should be 
taken when you approve of your child bringing valuable or irreplaceable items to school.  
The school cannot be held responsible for items that are lost, damaged or other 
missing. 
 
This includes: 

 Electronic games:  iPods, walkman, radios, CD players, tablets, 
headphones, and/or cell phones.  If an electronic item is confiscated it will 
not be returned until the parent comes for a conference. 
 

 Dangerous items:  razors, pen knives, hunting knives, matches, pointed 
objects, guns, aerosol sprays, etc. or any item used with the intent of causing 
bodily injury 

 

 Items for the purpose of selling 
 

 Playing cards:  Baseball, Basketball, Pokémon, Digimon, YuGiOh Cards or 
similar materials 

 
PRESS RELEASES 

 
 

Throughout the school year, scholars are involved in activities or projects that may be 
newsworthy.  We enjoy publicizing the great things that happen at our schools.  In these 
cases, children’s work, pictures, and/or names may be published in one of the local 
papers, on our company website http://www.universalcompanies.org or mentioned 
on a television or radio station.  If you have any questions or concerns regarding this 
procedure, please contact the school ASAP.  If you would prefer, we will make every 

http://www.universalcompanies.org/
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effort to make sure that your child/children and/or their work is not included in the 
media. 
 

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES 
 

Universal Family of Schools provides special education and related services to all 
eligible scholars.  The primary and legal purposes are to ensure that every IEP is fully 
implemented and in full compliance with IDEA Regulations. 

 
SCHOLAR CODE OF CONDUCT 

 
If a scholar commits an infraction against Universal Family of Schools’ Scholar Code of 
Conduct, the Intervention Process will be implemented in the classroom and/or by an 
Administrator. 
 

 
The Classroom Level Intervention Process is implemented by the teacher.  At this 
level, the teacher will implement interventions to address the scholar’s behavior needs 
and providing there is no eminent danger to the safety of other scholars or staff.  
Because interventions are most successful when the home is involved, parent/guardian 
will be contacted to support the teacher’s efforts.  Classroom Level Intervention include, 
but are not limited to, teacher reaction (verbal redirection or warning), scholar apology 
to the class, teacher-scholar conference, community service, stimulus cue between 
teacher and scholar and classroom behavior plan. 
 

 
In-School Suspension is a program designed for students who repeatedly disrupt the 
learning environment and for whom Classroom Level Interventions were unsuccessful. 
 

 Assigned scholars will receive intensive instruction in Behavior Modification 
and they will be required to complete their regularly assigned classroom work. 

 While assigned, scholars will not be permitted to have any contact with other 
scholars.  They will not go to their scheduled specialists’ class (art, music, 
etc.). 

 Assigned scholars will remain supervised in this behavior room for lunch. 
 
Out of School Suspension is a last means for handling disciplinary issues. 
 

 Scholars’ learning is interrupted when they are not in school. 
 Scholars are responsible for obtaining missed work, 
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Reinstatement appointments with a parent/guardian should be honored 

 
 

SCHOLAR DUE PROCESS RIGHTS 
 

The Board of Directors for each Universal Charter School, Central Office, and Universal 
School Administrators recognize that exclusion from the regular education program can 
be detrimental to learning.  Therefore, due process precedes all serious sanctions. 
 
Due process includes: 

 An investigation by a school administrator 

 Parent notification by the administration, or his/her designee 

 Rendering of a school-based decision which may be appealed through 
parent/guardian appeals process 

 Post-conference with school administration 
 

 

SCHOLARS HEALTH SERVICES 
 
The school nurse handles a variety of scholar concerns each day and maintains 
medical records on each scholar.  Please inform the nurse of any special health 
problems.  When the nurse is not in school, the Principal or his/her designee under the 
guidelines established by the Pennsylvania Health Services Commission can administer 
authorized medications. 
 
If a child becomes ill during the school day, he/she will be given immediate attention.  
You will be called if your child is too ill to return to class.  Please advise your child that 
he/she should not personally call home if they feel ill but should inform their teacher who 
will then send them directly to the school nurse’s office. 
 
Please complete the Emergency Contact Form and the Student Medical History 
Form for the school nurse.  These forms provide important information, which can help 
to keep your child safe and healthy during school hours.  Please note that it is still the 
parent/guardian’s responsibility to directly inform the nurse of any special medical 
conditions or needs either in writing, by phone, or in person.  If your child’s health 
condition changes during the school year, please notify the school nurse immediately. 

 
TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
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At all Universal Charter Schools, we nurture and encourage students to use technology 
responsibly and wisely.  Therefore, every student must sign a technology contract 
making every scholar accountable for complying with the following standards which 
include: 
 

 Not sending or displaying offensive messages or pictures  

 Not using obscene language 

 Not giving personal information, such as complete name, phone number, 
address or identifiable photo, without permission from teacher and 
parent/guardian 

 Not harassing, insulting or attacking others 

 Not damaging or modifying computer systems or computer networks 

 Not violating copyright laws 

 Not using other’s passwords 

 Not trespassing in other folders, work or files 

 Not intentionally wasting limited resources 

 Not employing the network for commercial purposes, financial gain, or fraud 
 

Violators of the above will be subject to disciplinary action which 
may lead to expulsion 

 

TELEPHONE USE 
 

The school telephones are not available for children to use unless there is an 
emergency as determined by the school.  Forgetting books, notes or assignments will 
not be considered emergencies.  Our goal is to develop scholar’s daily responsibility for 
gathering the necessary materials required for school. 
 

 Students will not be interrupted in their classrooms to receive telephone calls. 

 In the event of an emergency, please call the school office 

 Use of a cell phone is not permitted in the building. 

 
TEXTBOOKS 

 
Each student will have his or her own textbooks and resource materials in all subject 
areas.  We expect students to take extreme care of the resources provided to them.  
Students will be held responsible for any or all materials lost or damaged before the end 
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of each school year.  To help defray the expense of costly replacements, parents will be 
financially responsible for any damage, loss, or theft of textbooks. 
 

TRANSPORTATION 
 

Bus transportation for all eligible students in 1st through 6th grades will be provided by 
the School District of Philadelphia as required by Pennsylvania law.  The School District 
will contact families directly, indicating pick-up and drop-off time and locations. 
 

VISITOR’S LOG 
 

Parents who have made arrangements with the teacher to work in the classroom must 
first have the approval of the Principal.  Parents will sign the Visitor Log at the Welcome 
Desk each time they visit prior to going to the classroom.  A visitor’s pass must be 
obtained from the Main Office before a parent or visitor enters a classroom.  Current 
(with 1 year old) Child Abuse, FBI, and Criminal Background checks are needed for 
anyone who volunteers on a consistent basis.  Every volunteer should complete and 
keep on file a Volunteer Information Form will be maintained by the Assistant Principal. 
 

VISITORS AND GUESTS 
 

We love visitors and guest to visit our building.  To ensure the safety of all students, 
we ask that prior arrangements be made with the FSRC Liaison or principal 
before a planned visit to a classroom.  All guests must report to the Main Office to 
sign in and receive a Universal Charter School Visitor’s Badge.  Thank you in 
advance and we look forward to your visits during the year. 
 

WITHDRAWAL PROCEDURE 
 

Parent’s Responsibility:  It is the responsibility of the parent to notify the school of 
their intent to withdraw a student.  A withdrawal form must be completed.  Parent or 
guardian will be asked to complete an exit interview.  All financial obligations must be 
satisfied, and all books and/or other school property must be returned before withdrawal 
will be completed.  Once all withdrawal requirements have been completed, clearance 
will be granted. 
 
School’s Responsibility:  Pending clearance, the school will complete the withdrawal 
process within 48 hours of written notification.  Records will be forwarded to the 
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receiving school immediately.  In case of expulsion or administrative withdrawals, 
parents will be notified in writing and all records will be forwarded to the feeder school. 
 

 
GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 

GERRRY’S CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION 

LESSON 

Location Classroom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 
 

 
Responsibility 

 Listen to the teacher 

 Ask for permission to get out of your seat 

 Do your work 
 

Ready 

 Have a pencil 

 Put bookbag and coat away 

 Have homework ready 
 

Respect 

 Use kind words 

 Raise your hand 

 One person speaks at a time 
 

Learning Objective:   
 

 Students will be able to discriminate between appropriate 
and inappropriate behaviors in the classroom. 

 

 Students will know the procedures and additional 
classroom rules for your room. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Getting Students Ready to Learn: 

 
1. Instruct students to work with a partner (or small group) 

and discuss and identify behaviors that are appropriate 
and inappropriate in a classroom setting.  Give each 
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Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

group chart paper and markers to display their ideas or 
small sheet of paper (10 minutes). 

 
2.  Review as a group some of the example the students 

came up with for inappropriate behaviors that may result 
in problems, i.e. talking out, not completing work, and 
invading personal space, coming late.  Review as a group 
some examples of appropriate behavior that the students 
came up with, i.e. raise your hand, do your work, help 
peers. 

 
3. Tell students that today they will be talking about how to 

make the classroom experience more enjoyable for 
everyone.  To accomplish this, we will learn the 
classroom behaviors that model the GeRRRy way. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student activity 

 
1. Review and explain each classroom expectations poster.  

While only some of the rules are posted, it is important to 
address each expectation and talk about it, so we are all 
on the same page. 

 
2. What does this look like in your classroom?  Show 

examples if necessary. 
 

 Let students know that these expectations are 
posted in every classroom in the building 
(including Expressive Arts).  Students are expected 
to follow each teacher’s classroom rules as well the 
GeRRRy way. 

 

 Explain the consequence ladder in detail – what will 
happen in your classroom when a student does not 
follow the GeRRRY way. 

 
3. Discuss the 1st expectation, responsible.  We will model 

keeping hands to ourselves, and how to ask an adult to 
leave.  This is important for many reasons and we are 
expecting all students to follow the GeRRRy plan. 
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Follow-up 
 
 
 

 
Discuss with students your personal classroom rules and 

procedures.  Make sure students are aware of how to leave the 
classroom when going to the bathroom or the office.  Let 

students know that all teachers and staff have been taught 
these same lessons and all students are aware of the 

expectations and it is important that we follow the GeRRRy way. 

 
 

 
GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 

GERRRY’S BATHROOM BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION 

LESSON 

Location Bathroom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 
 

 
Expectations 

 Responsibility 

 Keep water in the sink 

 Walk in the restroom 

 Tell an adult of the restroom needs attention 

 Respect 

 Lock stalls 

 Use a soft voice 

 Ready 

 Flush the toilet 

 Wash hands 

 Dry hands 
 

Purpose of the Lesson 

 Develop understanding of bathroom procedures and 
safety 

 Students will be able to discriminate between appropriate 
and inappropriate behaviors in the bathroom 

 

 
 

 
Lesson: 
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Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

 
4. Tell students that today they will be talking about 

behaviors for the bathroom that go along with GeRRRy’s 
3R’s Respect, Responsibility, and Ready To. 

 
5. Instruct students to work with a partner and identify 

things they like and do not like about the bathrooms at 
Bluford.  Allow students around three minutes to write 
their ideas down on a piece of paper.  You may suggest 
for them to make a chart of their likes/dislikes about the 
bathroom. 

 
6. Review with the class the ideas they came up with about 

what they like/dislike about the bathrooms.  You may 
write these down on the chalk board or dry erase board 
for the whole class to view.  Point out examples of things 
they do not like or that they feel are inappropriate 
behaviors that may result in problems/consequences. 

 
7. Ask students to describe the appropriate behaviors to 

display in the bathroom.  Allow six-seven minutes to 
gather all ideas and then write them on the board. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student activity 

 

 Tell the students that the 3Rs is followed in every area of 
the school however, how you act in each area of the 
school may look a little different 

 

 Review the GeRRRy Bathroom Expectations 
 

 For the first expectation, discuss with the class why it is 
important for the bathroom to remain clean.  Ask 
students how they would feel if they found writing on the 
wall about them or their friends how would they feel?  
Ask students how it feels to use a clean bathroom verse a 
dirty one.  Where should garbage be placed?  Discuss 
with the class what damages are necessary to report to a 
teacher.  Should you report graffiti?  Flooding? 

 

 Respect others privacy is one of our most important 
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rules.  What does respect others privacy look like?  What 
does it not look like? Have students share any ideas they 
have. 

 

 Discuss with the class how important it is to wash your 
hands using soap after using the bathroom. 

 
 

 
 
 

Follow-up 
 
 
 

 
1. Acknowledge the student work, “Everyone did a great job 

reviewing the expectations for the bathroom.” 
 

2. Inform students that the teachers and staff at Bluford will 
expect them to follow the expectations for the bathroom.   

 
 

 
 

 

GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 
GERRRY’S CAFETERIA BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION 

LESSON 

Location Cafeteria 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 

 
Expectations 

       Responsibility 

 Hands, feet, and objects to self 

 Ask an adult to leave 

 Walk silently in and out of cafeteria 
 

      Respect 

 Line up 

 Pick up food or trash 
 

      Ready 

 Wait in line 

 Use a soft voice 

 Say hi to staff 
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Purpose of the Lesson 

 Students will be able to identify appropriate and 
inappropriate behaviors in the cafeteria 

 

 Students will know how to appropriately act in the 
cafeteria and clean up after themselves 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

 
Lesson: 

 
8. Tell students that today they will be talking about 

behaviors for the cafeteria that go along with GeRRRy’s 
plan.  First we will discuss in the classroom and then we 
will head downstairs to practice. 

 
9. Brainstorm and discuss: 

 What’s the purpose of the cafeteria? 

 What does responding to directions look like in the 
cafeteria? 

 How can we maintain a clean cafeteria? 
 

10. Tell students that today they will be talking about how to 
make the cafeteria experience more enjoyable for 
everyone.  To accomplish this, we will learn the cafeteria 
behaviors that model the GeRRRy plan.  Discuss the 
expectations as a class. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Tell the students that the 3Rs is followed in every area of 
the school however, how you act in each area of the 
school may look a little  

 
1.  Review the GeRRRy Cafeteria Expectations. 

 
2. Tell the students that the GeRRRY plan is followed in 

every area of the school however, how you act in each 
area of the school may look a little different.  Bring the 
class to the cafeteria and review the expectations. 
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Student activity 

3. Discuss the 1st expectation, responsible.  We will model 
keeping hands to ourselves, and how to ask an adult to 
leave.  This is important for many reasons and we are 
expecting all students to follow the GeRRRy way. 

 
4. Discuss the 2nd expectation, ready.  Students will practice 

lining up to get their food.  They will also practice 
throwing away food in the cafeteria.  Staff will 
acknowledge students that show the GeRRRy 
expectations with a spot! 

 
5. Discuss the 3rd expectation, respect.  Students will talk to 

their classmates in a soft voice.  Students will practice 
saying hi to staff. 

 
6. The class will practice lining up in the cafeteria and move 

into the recess expectations. 
 

Explain to students the procedure in the cafeteria: 
 

1. Faculty should escort their students to the outside of the 
cafeteria and 

Line the boys and girls in separate lines. 
 

2. Students will enter the cafeteria once the climate staff 
tells them, and they will walk in a straight line against line 
against the left side of cafeteria to get their lunch. 

 
3. Student MUST stay seated.  If a student forgot something 

in line, or need the bathroom, they can ask support staff 
for permission to get up. 

 
4. During pretzel day, students may get in line after the 

support staff has called their table.  
 

 
Follow-up/ 

Closure 
 

 
Make sure you answer any students’ questions during 

instruction. 
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GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 

GERRRY’S HALLWAY BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION 

LESSON 

Location Hallway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 
 

 

Expectations 
       Responsibility 

 Walk in a straight line 

 Look straight ahead 

 Walk n the right side of the hallway  
 

      Ready 

 Keep backpack closed 

 Stay with your class 

 Go right to class 
 

      Respect 

 Walk silently 

 Hands, feet, and objects to yourself 
 

Purpose of the Lesson 
 

1. Develop understanding of why running in the hallway or 
horseplay can be dangerous 

 

2. Understand why using loud voices and calling down the 
hallway is inappropriate. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Start off with a conversation in your classroom.  First review the 
expectations, and make sure students know what each 

expectations means.  Allow for questions. 
 

Discussion: 
 

Give students time to talk about these common excuses for not 
behaving in the hallway and have a conversation about why 

these excuses will not fly this year. 
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Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

 

 “I’m just playing around with … (insert name of fellow 
student here.)”  Two expectations we have for our 
students are that they walk right to class, and they keep 
their hands, feet, and objects to themselves.  Two 
students who are play-slapping or play-fighting in the 
hallway make it hard for other students to pass by safely; 
the students who are fooling around typically are 
unaware of the other people (students AND teachers) 
who are nearby.  It is very easy to hit someone 
accidentally.  Such behavior shows a fundamental lack of 
respect for the other people who are nearby; the two 
students playing around seem to think no one else 
matters.  Some students don’t WANT to play around.  
Grabbing a backpack from behind and then saying, “I 
was just playing” s wrong.  Students shouldn’t grab at 
other people or grab their personal items.  It’s rude, it’s 
disrespectful, and it shows a lack of manners on the part 
of the student who keeps playing or teasing when told to 
“knock it off.”  At universal  Bluford we expect you to 
keep you hands and feet to yourself at all times and 
respect others personal space. 

 

 “Come on, running isn’t going to hurt anyone.”  Wrong!  
It could hurt you as well as the people you run into.  
Other people can step into your path because no one 
expects to be running down the hall.  Someone could 
think it might be fun to trip you while you are running.  
You could run into someone and knock him or her into a 
locker or some of these injuries can be serious!  At 
Universal Bluford we expect you to calmly walk to your 
destination. 

 

 “No one else is following the expectations, why should 
I?”  At Universal Bluford we are leaders – leaders do the 
right thing even if everyone else isn’t.  We expect all 
students to follow the expectations at all times so this 
will never be accepted as an excuse.  

 

 Make sure your own example of excuses you hear or 
have students tell you some – talk about it. 
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Student activity 

 

 Start at your classroom.  Tell students that you are going 
to practice proper behavior in the hallway.  Tell them this 
is like a game – every time someone makes a mistake – 
the teacher will yell STOP!  Everyone will stop where they 
are and focus must .be on the teacher.  Identify the 
behavior – tell the student what they should be doing 
(keep it positive) and start over from the top! 

 

 Practice lining up (keep this consistent – this should be 
how you line up every day!) 

 

 Once students have lined up correctly, proceed into the 
hallway.  Remember to stop anytime students make a 
mistake!  Practice until students have successfully 
walked down an entire hallway. 

 

 “Remember – the teacher/staff members should be 
displaying our expectations as well!!  Don’t talk to others 
during this time and show your students how you want 
them to act!  You are the best role model they have!  

 

 
Follow-up 

 
This activity can be done anytime you are having trouble in the 
hallway.  Tell students you will go back to the hallway game and 

yell STOP when you need to point out a problem behavior.  
Have students start again until they get it right! 

 

 

 

 

 

GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 
GERRRY’S HALLWAY BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION 

LESSON 

Location Hallway 
 
 
 

 

Expectations 
       Responsibility 
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Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 
 

 Walk in a straight line 

 Look straight ahead 

 Walk n the right side of the hallway  
 

      Ready 

 Keep backpack closed 

 Stay with your class 

 Go right to class 
 

      Respect 

 Walk silently 

 Hands, feet, and objects to yourself 
 

Purpose of the Lesson 
 

3. Develop understanding of why running in the hallway or 
horseplay can be dangerous 

 

4. Understand why using loud voices and calling down the 
hallway is inappropriate. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

 

Start off with a conversation in your classroom.  First review the 
expectations, and make sure students know what each 

expectations means.  Allow for questions. 
 

Discussion: 
 

Give students time to talk about these common excuses for not 
behaving in the hallway and have a conversation about why 

these excuses will not fly this year. 
 

 “I’m just playing around with … (insert name of fellow 
student here.)”  Two expectations we have for our 
students are that they walk right to class, and they keep 
their hands, feet, and objects to themselves.  Two 
students who are play-slapping or play-fighting in the 
hallway make it hard for other students to pass by safely; 
the students who are fooling around typically are 
unaware of the other people (students AND teachers) 
who are nearby.  It is very easy to hit someone 
accidentally.  Such behavior shows a fundamental lack of 
respect for the other people who are nearby; the two 
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students playing around seem to think no one else 
matters.  Some students don’t WANT to play around.  
Grabbing a backpack from behind and then saying, “I 
was just playing” s wrong.  Students shouldn’t grab at 
other people or grab their personal items.  It’s rude, it’s 
disrespectful, and it shows a lack of manners on the part 
of the student who keeps playing or teasing when told to 
“knock it off.”  At universal  Bluford we expect you to 
keep you hands and feet to yourself at all times and 
respect others personal space. 

 

 “Come on, running isn’t going to hurt anyone.”  Wrong!  
It could hurt you as well as the people you run into.  
Other people can step into your path because no one 
expects to be running down the hall.  Someone could 
think it might be fun to trip you while you are running.  
You could run into someone and knock him or her into a 
locker or some of these injuries can be serious!  At 
Universal Bluford we expect you to calmly walk to your 
destination. 

 

 “No one else is following the expectations, why should 
I?”  At Universal Bluford we are leaders – leaders do the 
right thing even if everyone else isn’t.  We expect all 
students to follow the expectations at all times so this 
will never be accepted as an excuse.  Plus – doing the 
right things when others aren’t is the best time to get a 
GeRRRy spot!! 

 

 Make sure your own example of excuses you hear or 
have students tell you some – talk about it. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student activity 

 

 Start at your classroom.  Tell students that you are going 
to practice proper behavior in the hallway.  Tell them this 
is like a game – every time someone makes a mistake – 
the teacher will yell STOP!  Everyone will stop where they 
are and focus must .be on the teacher.  Identify the 
behavior – tell the student what they should be doing 
(keep it positive) and start over from the top! 

 

 Practice lining up (keep this consistent – this should be 
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how you line up every day!) 
 

 Once students have lined up correctly, proceed into the 
hallway.  Remember to stop anytime students make a 
mistake!  Practice until students have successfully 
walked down an entire hallway. 

 

 “Remember – the teacher/staff members should be 
displaying our expectations as well!!  Don’t talk to others 
during this time and show your students how you want 
them to act!  You are the best role model they have!  

 

 
Follow-up 

 
This activity can be done anytime you are having trouble in the 
hallway.  Tell students you will go back to the hallway game and 

yell STOP when you need to point out a problem behavior.  
Have students start again until they get it right! 

 

 

 

 
GeRRRy SWPBIS Lesson Plans 

GERRRY’S RECESS BEHAVIOR EXPECTATION LESSON 

Location Recess 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations & 
descriptions 

 
 
 

 
Expectations 

 
Responsibility 

 Listen to adults 

 Stay on school grounds 

 Tell adults about problems 
 

Ready 

 Pick up coat and lunch bag 
 

Respect 

 Share  

 Use positive talk 

 Take turns 
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Learning Objective: 

 Students will be able to identify appropriate and 
inappropriate behaviors at recess. 

 Students will know how to appropriately act at recess. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching 
lesson & 
examples 

 
Lesson: 

 
11. Tell students that today they will be talking about 

behaviors for the recess that go along with the GeRRRy 
plan. 

 
12.  Brainstorm and discuss: 

 What’s the purpose of the recess? 

 What does responding to directions look like in 
recess? 

 
13. Tell students that today they will be talking about how to 

make the recess experience more enjoyable for everyone.  
To accomplish this, we will learn the recess behaviors 
that model the GeRRRy plan.  Discuss the expectations 
as a class 

 

 
 
 

Student activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student activity 

 
Instruction 

 
1. Review the GeRRRy Recess Expectations. 

 

 Tell the students that the GeRRRy plan are 
followed in every area of the school; however, how 
you act in each area of the school may look a little 
different. 

 Discuss each expectation of the Recess 
Expectations. 

 Explain to the students the procedures for recess. 
 

2. Discuss each expectation of the Recess Expectations. 
 

Explain students of the procedures in the cafeteria: 
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4. Based on your grade, you will discuss the entrance 

procedure differently to your class. 
 

5. Students will remain seated until support staff directs 
them to line up to enter recess outside or into the 
auditorium. 

 
6. Students will follow recess expectations while outside, in 

the gym, or the auditorium. 
 

7. Two minutes prior to dismissal, staff support will whistle 
for students to line up.  Students will get in line and wait 
for their teacher to pick them up. 

 
  

 
Follow-up/ 

Closure 
 

 
 

Make sure you answer any student questions during 
instruction. 
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U N I V E R S AL  C O M P A N I E S  
Universal Bluford Charter School 

5720 Media Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19131 

Telephone 215 581-5502 
Fax 215 581-5725 

 
 

 
  
School:  Universal Bluford Charter School 
 
Date:     9/17/20    

 
 
Parent (s): ______________________________________________ 

   
Date:  _________________________ 
 
 
Scholar:  _______________________________________________ 
 
Date:______________________  Rm. #:_________________ 
 

 
 

We consider this handbook to be an ever-evolving source of information.  
We realize that it is not comprehensive.  Call us with additional questions or 
missing items so that they may be added next year.  We hope that you 
have found the Bluford Parent Handbook helpful.  Best of luck for a 
successful 2020-21 school year! 
 
Mrs. Crystal Gary-Nelson, Principal 
Ms. Lisa Bellamy, Assistant Principal 
Dr. Nakia Williams, Assistant Principal 


